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The shock-wave structure in an isotropic plasma is studied in the scale of the Debye shieldin9 
radius. The boundary condition at "infinity" is due to the dissipation mechanism of ions reflected 
from the ion wavefront. The case of the absence of  dissipation corresponds to a coUisionless 
shock wave. It is known that there is a critical Mach number above which the laminar shock 
wave is impossible. In addition, two types of boundary conditions which occur i f  collisions in an 
equilibrium high- and low-ionized plasma are taken into account are considered. The reflected 
ions are assumed to be scattered by electrons in the first case, and the momentum of the reflected 
ions is assumed to be transferred to uncharged particles in the second case. The critical Mach 
number of a shock wave does not ezist under the conditions of collision dissipation of a fluz of 
reflected ions. 

Nonequilibrium plasma states, which are due to the evolution of a shock wave (SW), cause the 
phenomena of preionization and luminescence of the gas [1-11]. In some cases, this is explained by the 
appearance of epithermal electrons and subsequent excitation of the partides by the impact of electrons [12- 
15]. The substantial increase in the electron temperature T. can be caused by the increasing instability and 
turbulence [12]. However, the increase in T. also can occur owing to electron scattering of a laminar flux of 
reflected ions [16]. 

It is known that the asymptotic form (for t --* c0) of the initial perturbation in a rarefied nonisothermal 
(Te >> Ti) plasma is a collisionless shock wave [17-21]. The front parameters of such a SW are determined 
by the Ucompetition" of dispersion and nonlinearity effects. With absolutely cold ions Ti = 0 (no Landau 
damping), we have a solitary wave (soliton) before and after which the plasma state turns out to be the 
same [18, 20]. The soliton amplitude depends on its velocity, which is characterized by the Mach number 

Me = c/V, (c is the wave velocity of a relatively undisturbed plasma, ~ = ~['~e/mi is the velocity of the 

ion sound, and m is the mass). When the Mach number reaches the critical value M 0, the kinetic energy of 
bombarding particles is not sufficient to overcome the potential barrier. The ion density at the point with a 
maximum potential tends to infinity. A similar singularity is likely connected with the choice of the law of ion 
distribution in the form of a 6 function. 

It was shown in [21, 22] that Ms, for a SW is larger than the critical Mach number for a soliton 
(Ms, ~ 1.82). Bardakov et al. [22] showed the existence of a laminar SW for M ~ < Ms < Ms,. This is 
&qsociated with the effect of the foot of a potential formed by a flux of ions reflected from the barrier. For 
Ms -- Ms,, the ion density remains finite everywhere, and the number of reflected ions at the foot far from 
the front is equal to the number of incident ions. 

The results of studies dealing with stationary perturbations in a nonisothermal plasma are of interest 
for the structure of shock waves in an equilibrium plasma. Ledenev [16] showed that the profile of a sufficiently 
strong SW in a high-ionized plasma includes the collisionless shock (CS) of the potential, and the necessary 
nonisothermal character of a plasma is ensured owing to energy dissipation of ions reflected by electrons. 

Below, we shall consider the possibility of occurrence of a CS in a low-ionized equilibrium plasma. 
Perturbation of the fields of the charged component before a viscous shock of the neutral component, i.e., the 
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precursor (the leader), was investigated in [4-7, 23-27]. In the supersonic case (c > Vs), in particular, for an 
isothermal plasma, the solution is discontinuous in a long-wave approximation [26, 27]. The losses caused by 
ion-veutral particle collisions cannot prevent wave breaking. Therefore, in a plasma with an inviscid charged 
component the discontinuity structure can be determined by a CS whose spatial scale is much less than the 
length of the free path of ions. 

We shall consider a nonequilibrium free plasma with the Maxwellian velocity distribution of electrons, 
in which the length of the free path of ions considerably exceeds the Debye shielding radius rD. With allowance 
for the thermal motion of ions, the field structure on the spatial scale of the order of rD is described using 
Moiseev and Sagdeev's stationary quasipotential method [17]. For the potential ~) = e~/Te, the following 
equation [22] was derived: 

d~ 2 = ue(~) -- ui((~). (I) 

Here ~ = r/rD is the dimensionless coordinate in a reference system related to a maximum of the CS potential 

~A (~ < 0 in the domain before the CS front) and r D = ~/Te/41rnoe 2. The subscript A denotes the amplitude 
values of the fields in a CS for ~ = 0, yi is the ion concentration referred to the unperturbed value of no, 
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Here the subscript f refers to the values of the fields at the foot far from the front, M I = vf]Vj is the Mach 
number of the flux of ions incident on the barrier, v f is their concentration, v is the velocity; ~ = 2Ti/Te << 1, 
ve is the dimensionless electron concentration, and ve = exp (@). Thus, there are two, incident and reflected, 
fluxes of ions at the foot for (~ = @f" The distribution function of the ions in the incident flux is assumed to 
be Maxwelliaa with temperature Ti. 

Equation (1) reduces to the form 

( ~ ) ~ / 2 =  -u(#), 
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Here the integration constant 

~/2(r 
C + J F ( W ) W  2 dW 

o 

is found from the condition U(~y) = 0 and the requirement of U(~) continuity for ~ = O. At the foot far from 
the CS front, owing to the quasineutrality we have the equation 

vr + v I = exp (r  (3) 
~/2(r162 

where vr = of / F(W) dW is the concentration of the reflected ions. 
0 

The solution of (2) depends on the plasma state at the foot, which, in turn, is determined by the 
mechanism of dissipation of the flux of reflected ions. We shall consider three idealized situations: (A) refers 
to the initially nonisothermal plasma, and (B) and (C) refer to the cases where the undisturbed plasma state 
is equilibrium and T~ >> T{ only in the heating zone before the shock wave owing to the electron thermal 
conductivity. The spatial scale of the heated zone is assumed to be much larger than the relaxation length of 
the ions in the reflected flux. 

(A) Nonisothermal Collisionless Plasma. We shall ignore the energy dissipation of the particles in the 
reflected flux. We have a "running-away'-from-the CS isoimpulse foot, the velocity of the leading edge of which 
is equal to the velocity of the reflected ions. The profile of such a wave is not strictly stationary. However, the 
fields depend only on the spatial variable ~ in the neighborhood of a CS. Using a reference system related to 
the foot front, for the laws of conservation of the number of particles and energy, the following relation [22] 
was derived: 

Mo + My = 2vIMf, (Ms 2 + M~)/2 = ~! + (2M/)2/2. (4) 

(B) Close-to-Equilibrium High-Ionized Plasma. We shall assume that the energy of the reflected ions 
completely converts to the thermal energy of electrons owing to electron-ion collisions and collective effects. 
The velocity of the foot's lea~ting edge is equal to the SW velocity, and the states before and behind the 
CS are self-consistent. The problem of the SW structure in an equilibrium plasma without participation of 
the viscosity was formulated by Ledenev [16]. In such an SW, ion heating occurs owing to heat exchange 
between the electron and ion components. Hence, the electron temperature in the neighborhood of the CS 
density should be approximately twice the temperature obtained from the discontinuity relations. We have 
the laws of conservation of the number of particles, momentum, and energy in an undisturbed plasma-to-foot 
transition in the form [16] 

M.=Ml(t,l-v,), M~=exp(@l)+M21(vl+ur), M2s/2=M2I/2+@I+l. (5) 

(C) Low-Ionization Plasma. Energy scattering of the ions reflected by electrons in such a plasma may 
be ignored. 

This is an essentially new situation, because, as far as we know, the problem of CS formation in a 
low-ionization plasma has not yet been formulated. 

We assume that  the ion flux decelerates mainly because of collisions with neutral particles, and ion 
heating occurs in a viscous shock wave of the neutral component. 

We ignore the SW structure (the field distribution is specified as a "step") and omit the inverse action 
of the perturbation of the plasma component on the SW parameters. Then, using the known expression for 
the temperature T2 behind the SW front and the equality T~ = T2, we find 

where q = a2/c 2 is the SW intensity, a is the velocity of sound in an undisturbed gas, and 7 is the adiabatic 
exponent. 
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Fig. 1. Dependences of ViA, YeA, ~A, (~), ~ - ,  and ~ l  (curves 1-6) on the SW 
intensity for three cases of the dissipation of a flux of reflected ions: a) no dissipation 
[case (A)]; b) scattering by electrons [case (B)]; and c) scattering by neutral particles 
[case (C)]; to an increase of the intensity corresponds the growth of Ms (a) and a 
decrease in q (b) and (c). 

We shall represent the laws of conservation of the number of particles, momentum, and energy at the 
foot as follows: 

M,- Ml(ul-u,), M~(I+ NnA----un~ -(M21+ I)(u,+u,), 
noc / (7) 

-~- 1+ noc / =  

where Au, is the variation of the mean velocity of the neutral component, which results from the momentum 
transfer of the reflected ions, and Nn is the background concentration of the neutral component. In deriving 
(7), we have ignored the change in the energy of the neutral component compared with the change in the 
momentum, since no~N,, << 1 and NnAvn/noc ~ 1. 

The roots of the equations 

= 0, i s )  

dU/d~ - 0 (9) 

describe the basic parameters of the CS. Equation (8) becomes an identity for @ = @I and @ = @A if ~ < 0 
and for �9 = @- and ~ = @A (@- is the minimum value of the oscillating potential behind the CS) if ~ > 0. 
We denote the solution of Eq. (9) in the domain ~ > 0 by (@). It is noteworthy that (~) is the value of 
the potential at the singular point of the differential equation (2), which corresponds to the "equilibrium" 
position when oscillations behind the CS are absent. Figures 1 and 2 show calculation data for the three cases 
of dissipation of the ion energy in the reflected flux [the boundary conditions (3)-(7)] and -y -- 5/3. 
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Fig. 2. Relative concentration of the reflected ions 
v r / v f  at the foot versus the SW intensity q for 
two cases of dissipation of the flux of reflected 
ions: curves 1 and 2 refer to cases (B) and (C), 
respectively. 

The results obtained by Bardakov et al. [22] for a collisionless SW in a free plasma are shown to be 
valid. In this case, the SW shape is determined by two independent parameters: the Mach number Ms and 
the degree of nonisothermality/3. For fixed/3, the SW intensity is characterized by Ms. The curves for the 
corresponding quantities a t /3  = 10 -4 are shown in Fig. la. 

There are regular oscillations of the fields behind the CS front on a spatial scale much smaller than 
the length of the free path of ions. The range of oscillations of the potential is characterized by the difference 
~A -- ~ -  (Fig. 1). In case (A), with decrease in the shock-wave intensity M, the depth of oscillations increases, 
and ~_ ~ 0. The shock wave "degenerates" to a soliton. The collisions give rise to damping of oscillations 
and to rear.king the "equilibrium" level of the fields, i.e., the potential tends to the value (~) (Fig. 1). 

The quantity (@) determines the position of the discontinuity of a long-wave approximation, which 
des;zribes plasma perturbation on spatial scales approximately equal to the length of the free path of ions. To 
calculate (~), the self-consistency of the energy of regular plasma oscillations behind the CS and the plasma 
state at the foot makes it necessary to apply a procedure similar to that described in the present work. 

In case (A) (Fig. la), the critical Mach number M,,  limits "from above" the intensity of a laminar 
collisionless SW for the formation of which the energy of the flux of reflected ions becomes insufficient. In a 
collisionless plasma (Fig. lb  and c), the situation is the opposite: a CS is formed no matter  how large the 
intensity of the SW (q --* 0). The point is that, in case (A), the reflected ions interact with the wave once, 
carrying away the energy "to infinity." Localized at finite distances from the CS region of dissipation of the 
reflected flux, the ions can undergo multiple reflection from the wavefront, thus increasing the effectiveness of 
the damping mechanism based on the "capture" of a portion of particles by the wave. 

For cases (B) and (C), there is a critical value of q. above which a CS is not formed. For q = q., the 
potential profile in the CS becomes monotone, v ia  = Yea, and # a  = ~ - .  In the scattering of the flux by 
electrons [case B], we obtain the value q. ~ 0.027, which coincides approximately with the more approximate 
estimate from [16]. In this paper, without allowance for the viscosity, the CS parameters were apparently 
calculated in a broad range of q for the first time. In front of a viscous shock, the CS disappears in the neutral 
component [case (C)] at a smaller value of the critical parameter (q. ~ 0.0125). 

The appearance of q. is caused by a decrease in the amount of dissipated energy transferred by the 
reflected flux, with a decrease in the SW intensity. The plasma states before and after the CS are related to 
the Hugoniot adiabat with allowance for the contribution of plasma oscillations behind the CS front. Here 
the latter is determined by the amount of energy carried away by the reflected ions. With decrease in the SW 
intensity, the laminar flux does not ensure the necessary level of dissipation, and the turbulence of the flux 
should be taken into account. 
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The critical intensity q. is determined by the degree of plasma nonisothermality/3, because, for q = q,, 
/3 is approximately the same in cases (B) and (C). The small difference is, apparently, explained by a simplified 
idea of the inverse action of field perturbations before the SW front on the equilibrium values of the fields 
behind the SW front. In case (B), it is the electron temperature Te = 2T2 in the neighborhood of a CS, and, 
in case (C), it is the neglect of the inverse action of the charged component on the neutral one. 

In practice, the ion flux decelerates owing to the interaction with both uncharged particles and electrons. 
Then, for an inviscid SW [case (B)], the quantity q, will decrease because a fraction of the energy is spent for 
"friction" with neutral particles. In contrast to this, for a SW in a low-ionization plasma (case C), the quantity 
q. will increase, because a portion of the energy of reflected ions converts to the heat energy of electrons. 
Thus, the parameters of real CS lie between the corresponding curves in Figs. lb and c and 2. 

For cases (B) and (C), the dependences of the concentration of the reflected ions on the intensity q 
are very different (curve 1 and 2 in Fig. 2). The growth of vr/uf in approaching q, ensures the necessary 
level of dissipation owing to an increase in the number of reflected particles and, hence, momentum transfer. 
The subsequent drop of ur/uf is explained by the decrease in the potential barrier (I)a. In case (B), the required 
magnitude of dissipation is ensured by a monotone growth of ur/uf and an increase in the internal energy of 
the electrons. 

In concluding, it is necessary to emphasize that the notions of the quasiequilibrium function of electron 
distribution are not adequate to the real physical situation occurring at the foot in the dissipation zone of 
the flux of reflected ions. In such a description, the processes of relaxation of epithermal electrons, which are 
accompanied by ionization and excitation of the internal degrees of freedom of the particles, remain "beyond a 
frame." The mechanism of Te increase, associated with these effects, differs substantially from the "action" of 
the electron thermal conductivity, which describes only small deviations of the electron distribution function 
from the locally equilibrium function. 

Thus, the sufficiently strong initial perturbations in an equilibrium collision inviscid plasma evolve in 
the form of laminar SW. In a low-ionization gas, the formation of a plasma precursor before the SW front is 
possible. The characteristic feature of such perturbations is the appearance of epithermal electrons in a fairly 
extended region before the SW front. This is indirectly supported by luminescence and an increase in the 
degree of ionization of the ambient gas. 
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